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(iii) The clauses are sequentially
numbered, e.g., 552.232–70, 552.232–71,
etc.
552.102 Incorporating provisions and
clauses.
You may incorporate clauses prescribed in the GSAR for solicitations
and contracts by reference.
552.103 Identification of provisions
and clauses.
Deviations. If the GSAR prescribes a
class deviation from a FAR clause,
identify the clause by the GSAR citation (e.g., 552.232–8 PROMPT PAYMENT DISCOUNT (NOV 1987) (DEVIATION FAR 552.232–8)).
552.104 Procedures for modifying and
completing provisions and clauses.
(a) The procedures in FAR 52.104
apply when you modify or complete a
GSAR provision or clause. Provisions
and clauses shall not be modified unless the GSAR authorizes their modification.
(b) You do not need to identify modifications of clauses which result from
negotiations unless you issue an
amendment to the solicitation.
(c) In general, you should modify
FAR or GSAR clauses only for individual cases. If a contracting activity
develops a modification for repeated
use, furnish a copy to the Office of GSA
Acquisition Policy (MV) for potential
inclusion in the GSAR.
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552.105 Procedures for using alternates.
The procedures in FAR 52.105 apply
to GSAR part 552.
552.107–70 Provisions and clauses prescribed in subpart 552.1.
(a) Insert the provision at 552.252–5,
Authorized Deviations in Provisions, in
solicitation that include any FAR or
GSAR clause with an authorized deviation. You must use this provision in
lieu of the FAR provision at 552.252–5.
(b) Insert the clause at 552.252–6, Authorized Deviations in Clauses, in solicitations and contracts that include
any FAR or GSAR clause with an authorized deviation. You must use this
clause in lieu of the FAR clause at
52.252–6.

Subpart 552.2—Text of Provisions
and Clauses
552.200

Scope of subpart.

This subpart sets forth the text of all
GSAR provisions and clauses. It also
cross-references the location in the
GSAR that prescribes the use of each
provision and clause.
552.203–71

Restriction on Advertising.

As prescribed in 503.570–2, insert the
following clause:
RESTRICTION ON ADVERTISING (SEP 1999)
The Contractor shall not refer to this contract in commercial advertising or similar
promotions in such a manner as to state or
imply that the product or service provided is
endorsed or preferred by the White House,
the Executive Office of the President, or any
other element of the Federal Government, or
is considered by these entities to be superior
to other products or services. Any advertisement by the Contractor, including price-off
coupons, that refers to a military resale activity shall contain the following statement:
‘‘This advertisement is neither paid for nor
sponsored, in whole or in part, by any element of the United States Government.’’

(End of clause)
552.211–70—552.211–71

[Reserved]

552.211–72 Reference to Specifications
in Drawings.
As prescribed in 511.204(a), insert the
following clause:
REFERENCES TO SPECIFICATIONS IN DRAWINGS
(FEB 1996)
If military or other drawings are made a
part of this contract, any reference in the
drawings to Federal specifications or standards will be considered to be a reference to
the date of such Federal specification or
standard identified in the contract. If the
date of the Federal specification or standard
is not identified in the contract, the edition,
including revisions thereto, in effect on the
date the solicitation is issued will apply.

(End of clause)
[64 FR 37229, July 9, 1999, as amended at 74
FR 66255, Dec. 15, 2009]

552.211–73

Marking.

As prescribed in 511.204(b)(1), insert
the following clause:
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